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Abstract This chapter summarizes our current understanding of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Saturn. We summarize the available observations and the various relevant models associated with these regions. We describe what is currently known, outline any controversies and indicate how future observations can help in advancing our understanding of the various controlling physical and chemical processes.

8.1 Introduction

The direct exploration of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Saturn began nearly 30 years ago with the flyby of the Pioneer 11 spacecraft (September 11, 1979), followed shortly by Voyagers 1 and 2 (November 12, 1980 and August 26, 1981, respectively). These flybys offered us a glimpse of Saturn, which, combined with earlier ground based and remote measurements from Earth orbit, did provide some basic ideas on the temperature and composition of the upper atmosphere and on ionospheric electron densities. The information on the thermosphere and ionosphere during the Pioneer and Voyager flybys came from two sources: the UV spectrometer and radio occultation observations. Since the insertion of Cassini into orbit around Saturn, the amount of data has very significantly increased, although still only the same two observation techniques provide most of the information on the upper atmosphere and ionosphere. However the quality of these measurements, as well as the spatial and temporal coverage, are significantly enhanced with Cassini. In this chapter we summarize our current understanding of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Saturn based on spacecraft and ground based measurements and modeling activities. Some of the other chapters (e.g., Chapter 12) are somewhat associated with the topics to be discussed here.

8.2 Structure and Composition of the Neutral Upper Atmosphere

In this chapter, we are defining the upper atmosphere to be the region above the “homopause” level, which is the altitude level at which molecular diffusion begins to dominate over eddy mixing. Below the homopause, atmospheric motions act to keep the atmosphere well mixed such that the mole fractions of chemically inert species do not vary significantly with altitude. Above the homopause, vertical diffusive separation of the species occurs, and the density of each neutral species drops off with altitude with its own scale height determined by its molecular mass (assuming no sources or sinks). Species much more massive than H and H$_2$ drop off precipitously with altitude above the homopause region, allowing for a convenient division between the middle and upper atmosphere. Saturn’s upper atmosphere above the homopause is dominated by the least massive species H$_2$, H, and He.

Rate processes in the photochemistry of the thermosphere depend critically on the extent of the departure of the H$_2$ ground state, H$_2$ X(v,J), from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In earlier works (see Yelle and Miller 2004;
Strobel 2005 for reviews) the H$_2$ X(v:J) energy states have not been explicitly calculated, leaving rate processes highly uncertain. A competent approach requires calculation at the discrete rotational level using a solar emission model at resolutions of order 500,000 ($\lambda/\Delta\lambda$). Such a calculation has been done by Hallett et al. (2005a,b) (see Killen et al. 2009 for details of the solar model), but some critical rate processes are not definitively established at this time, and thus even the more complete recent calculations have significantly underestimated the excited vibrational populations in H$_2$ X(v:J) compared to observation (Hallett et al. 2005b). Ionospheric processes depend on the state of H$_2$ X(v:J), and whether or not H$_2$O is assumed to be present as an inflowing component of significance in the thermosphere (see Section 8.6).

The Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (UVIS) experiment (Esposito et al. 2004) provides the most accurate platform to date for extracting information on the neutral upper-atmospheric structure and composition of a giant planet, primarily because of the higher spectral resolution, signal rates, and dynamic range as compared with previous instruments. The Cassini UVIS experiment has supplied data on the atmospheric physical properties of Saturn through three observational programs: (1) solar and stellar occultations in the EUV/FUV range that allow extraction of vertical profiles of H$_2$ and hydrocarbon abundances from the top of the atmosphere to about 300 km above the 1 bar pressure level, (2) dayglow spectral images, which together with the ultraviolet occultation results and with constraints from the Cassini radio science measurements of ionospheric and atmospheric structure, constrain model calculations and provide atmospheric properties, and (3) images of the magnetosphere that show the escape profile of atomic hydrogen from the top of the Saturn atmosphere.

### 8.2.1 Determination of Atmospheric Properties from Ultraviolet Occultations

Absorptive occultations have provided much information on the structure and composition of the upper atmosphere of Saturn (e.g., Atreya et al. 1984; Smith and Hunten 1990). In such observations, the Sun or a UV-bright star provides a source of ultraviolet light that is monitored as the source passes behind the planet as viewed from a detector. Vertical profiles of temperature and the concentration of atmospheric constituents can be obtained from analysis of the observed attenuation of the light as a function of wavelength and radial distance from the planet’s center. Six ultraviolet occultation experiments were performed during the encounters of the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft with Saturn; the results of those occultations are described in Broadfoot et al. (1981), Sandel et al. (1982), Festou and Atreya (1982), Smith et al. (1983), and Vervack and Moses (2009). To date 15 stellar occultations have been obtained by the Cassini UVIS instrument over a range of latitudes from about 43° to −50°, and 7 solar occultations have been obtained over a range of latitudes from about 66° to −60°. The results from the UVIS occultation of the star δ-Ori on day-of-year (DOY) 103 of 2005 obtained at a latitude of −42.7° are presented here and in more detail in Shemansky et al. (2009) and Shemansky and Liu (2009). The temperature profile obtained from the occultation of ζ-Ori on DOY 141 in 2006, corresponding to a latitude of 15.2° is also presented in this section.

For the Cassini UVIS occultations, the H$_2$ component is obtained in the EUV Channel through forward modeling of the transmission spectrum using accurate temperature dependent cross sections (Hallett et al. 2005a, b; Shemansky and Liu 2009). The transmission spectra are fitted using separate vibrational vectors of the ground state H$_2$ X(v:J) structure. Details of the H$_2$ physical properties are described by Hallett et al. (2005a, b) for the non-LTE environment that develops in the excited atmosphere. The atmospheric temperature is derived through both iterative determination of rotational temperature and through the shape of the vertical H$_2$ density distribution in the hydrostatic model calculations (Shemansky and Liu 2009). At lower altitudes the kinetic temperature is also constrained by the measurements of the absorption structure of the C$_2$H$_2$ diffuse temperature sensitive (C̃ − X̃) bands (Shemansky and Liu 2009; Wu et al. 2001).

Figure 8.1 shows the preliminary forward modeled hydrostatic vertical density distributions from the Shemansky and Liu (2009) analysis of the UVIS δ-Ori stellar occultation on 2005 DOY 103 at a dayside latitude of −42.7°; the model is anchored in the 0–400 km region using the Lindal et al. (1985) radio-occultation results. Shemansky and Liu (2009) have also reanalyzed the Voyager 2 (V2) UVS δ-Sco stellar egress occultation using the H$_2$ model described above, and the resulting vertical H$_2$ profile is included in Fig. 8.1. The Voyager 2 δ-Sco egress occultation (Smith et al. 1983; Vervack and Moses 2009) occurred on the darkside at a latitude of 3.8°. The differences in H$_2$ density at a given altitude evident in Fig. 8.1 are mainly the consequence of the different gravitation scales adopted at the different latitudes of the two occultations (Shemansky and Liu 2009). Figure 8.1 also shows the modeled helium distribution anchored at a [He]/[H$_2$] = 0.12 mixing ratio at 1 bar (Shemansky and Liu 2009). The [He]/[H$_2$] mixing ratio affects the modeled temperature structure in the vicinity of the mesopause, which is in turn constrained by the temperature dependence of the C$_2$H$_2$ (C̃ − X̃) band cross section, such that an upper limit to the [He]/[H$_2$] mixing ratio can be obtained (Shemansky and Liu 2009). In the upper
Fig. 8.1 Plot of density versus altitude obtained from forward modeling of the Cassini UVIS δ-Ori stellar occultation on 2005 DOY 103 at a latitude of −42.7° (Shemansky and Liu 2009). Density values derived from the Voyager 2 UVS ζ-Sco stellar egress occultation observations at 3.8° are also shown for comparison. The overplotted light lines indicate the altitude range over which meaningful constraints can be obtained from the measured data. The magenta curve is total density from the CIRS results (Fletcher et al. 2007), after converting their pressures to densities using a hydrostatic equilibrium model.

The derived temperature profiles from the UVIS 2005 δ-Ori, the UVIS 2006 ζ-Ori occultation, and the Voyager 2 1981 δ-Sco egress occultation (Shemansky and Liu 2009) are shown in Fig. 8.2. The preliminary UVIS results at −42.7° latitude shows a distinct mesopause at 545 km at a temperature of 121 K. The mesopause temperature is limited by the measured structure of the C$_2$H$_2$ ($\tilde{C} \rightarrow \tilde{X}$) bands. The hydrostatic model calculation of the structure confined by the measured H$_2$ profile at higher altitudes, and the Voyager radio occultation results at altitudes below 400 km, is dependent on the [He]/[H$_2$] mixing ratio. The uncertainty in temperature above 300 km is estimated to be ±10 K for the UVIS derivation (Shemansky and Liu 2009). The UVIS δ-Ori result is one of only two analyzed occultations from the sunlit atmosphere, the other being the Voyager 2 δ-Sco stellar ingress occultation (Vervack and Moses 2009). The ζ-Ori occultation results also show a distinct mesopause, but the mesopause temperature is warmer than that derived for the δ-Ori occultation, and the overall shape of the profile is more similar to that of the Voyager 2 δ-Sco egress occultation. The derived thermospheric temperature from
the ζ-Ori occultation is ∼407 K. These derived temperatures, plus the 460–500 K thermospheric temperature obtained from the six Voyager ultraviolet occultations from 1980 to 1981 (Vervack and Moses 2009) suggest temperature variability in Saturn’s thermosphere as a function of location and/or time.

The above figures were all plotted as a function of altitude above the 1-bar pressure level, with an oblated spheroid model used to approximate the 1-bar pressure surface. Given that the radius of the 1-bar pressure level is not accurately known for Saturn (e.g., Lindal et al. 1985) and because planetary properties such as gravity vary strongly with latitude on this unusually shaped, extended-equatorial-bulge planet, such altitude or radius profiles do not provide a good, meaningful common scale for comparison of occultations from different latitudes. In fact, finding a good common scale for comparisons is problematic. Some investigators have tried to resolve this problem by converting their radial profiles obtained at a specific latitude to an “equivalent equatorial radius” by assuming an oblate-spheroid shape for the planet (e.g., Smith et al. 1983). However, Saturn’s zonal winds, which are not uniform with latitude, perturb the planet’s shape significantly such that an oblate spheroid is an unacceptable approximation that can introduce errors of more than 100 km in altitude. Converting to a pressure scale for direct comparisons would be ideal, but that method also introduces uncertainties. In Fig. 8.3 we plot the derived temperature and concentration profiles as a function of pressure from most ultraviolet occultations analyzed to date – the preliminary UVIS 2005 δ-Ori DOY 103 occultation (Shemansky and Liu 2009), the Earth-based 28 Sgr stellar occultations (Hubbard et al. 1997), the original Smith et al. (1983) Voyager 2 δ-Sco egress occultation analysis, and the Vervack and Moses (2009) reanalysis of all the Voyager UVS occultations.

To get the pressures shown in Fig. 8.3, the H₂-density-radius profiles obtained from the Voyager occultations have been integrated from the top down to infer the pressure at each radius (see Vervack and Moses 2009), whereas the pressures for the other profiles were determined from either the hydrostatic equilibrium forward models (Shemansky et al. 2009) or from the H₂ densities and temperatures assuming that H₂ is the main constituent and that the ideal gas law applies. This conversion from H₂ densities and temperatures to pressures is only reliable above the homopause level, where hydrocarbons and CH₄ have already diffused out, but not so high up that H begins to compete with H₂.

Note from Fig. 8.3 the general consistency in the derived H₂ and H profiles for most of the occultations; most also merge smoothly with the Hubbard et al. (1997) ground-based stellar occultation H₂ density results. This consistency suggests that Saturn’s thermospheric density structure is relatively uniform across latitudes (i.e., to within a factor of ∼2) on constant-pressure surfaces. On the linear temperature scale on the right-hand side of Fig. 8.3, differences between the different occultations are more apparent. The lower thermosphere of Saturn exhibits temperature variations of more than 100 K as a function of location or time. Even more striking is the much colder thermosphere derived from the Cassini UVIS results for the δ-Ori occultation in comparison with the other Voyager occultations, and that difference also shows up in the H₂ density profiles. As previously mentioned, the comparison of the Voyager and Cassini observations suggests latitudinal or temporal variations in thermospheric temperatures exist on

**Fig. 8.3** The H₂ and H densities (left) and temperatures (right) as a function of pressure determined from the Cassini UVIS δ-Ori stellar occultation from 2005 at a dayside latitude of −42.7° (Shemansky and Liu 2009) are compared with various Voyager 2 UVS occultation retrievals (Vervack and Moses 2009) that have been smoothed to eliminate density scatter. The brown dot represents the Voyager 1 solar ingress occultation for which a full temperature profile could not be obtained.
Saturn. Note, however, that the “wiggles” or “bulges” in the derived temperature profiles for several of the occultations should be interpreted with caution. If not dynamically supported, such structures would be smoothed out by conduction on very short time scales (see Section 8.4).

8.2.2 Determination of Atmospheric Properties from UVIS Spectra and Emission Maps

EUV/FUV spectra of the Saturn dayglow have been obtained with the Cassini UVIS. The UVIS spectra are the first observations of the excited atmosphere at solar minimum. The spectrum has been modeled in one dimension and pure hydrogen, constrained by ionospheric measurements (Nagy et al. 2006), and atmospheric structure, as a non-LTE system at the rotational level (Shemansky et al. 2009) with a purely solar-forced system. The model calculation establishes testable state populations, and all emission transitions in the system are predicted from radar frequencies to the EUV (Hallett et al. 2005a, b; Shemansky et al. 2009). Figure 8.4 shows an observed spectrum compared with the model calculation. The observed band intensities are a factor of 2.5 below those obtained at the Voyager encounter, and the spectra are qualitatively different, as is discussed by (Shemansky et al. 2009). Unlike the case for the Voyager observations (e.g., Shemansky and Ajello 2003), the Cassini UVIS dayglow spectra can be entirely explained (in terms of both spectral content and absolute brightness) by solar radiation deposition alone, with no excited electron source required (Shemansky et al. 2009). Note also that the non-LTE model calculations shown in Fig. 8.4 (Shemansky et al. 2009) predict a short-lived (~3,000 s) plasma population dominated by H$_3^+$ below about 2,000 km, rather than H$^+$, and that invoking H$_2$O to act as a quenching agent for H$_3^+$ – a process that has been introduced by several ionospheric modelers to help explain the observed electron-density profiles (see Section 8.6) – may not be necessary at these lower altitudes.

Cassini UVIS maps of the Saturn magnetosphere have revealed distinct atomic hydrogen distributions in the region inside 4 RS of planet center, showing the gas escaping the top of the thermosphere (Shemansky et al. 2009). The observed H Ly$\alpha$ brightness of the peak emission is about 1,000 R. The measurements in the sunlit southern latitudes show atomic hydrogen escaping at all latitudes below the auroral regions. The anti-solar side of the planet shows an emission distribution consistent with a combination of an orbiting and ballistic hydrogen source in the subsolar thermosphere. The hydrogen atoms in this sub-orbital portion of the corona re-enter the thermosphere within about 5 hours. A larger more broadly distributed hydrogen corona fills the magnetosphere to beyond 45 RS in the orbital plane. This distribution is asymmetric in local time and similar to an image obtained with Voyager 1 in a different observational geometry (Shemansky and Hall 1992). The escape of atomic hydrogen from the top of the atmosphere requires a translational energy ranging from 5.5 eV at the equator to 7.2 eV at the poles and thus provides an indication of the total energy needed to create these hydrogen atoms and in turn the energy deposited in the upper atmosphere. However, there are clear problems associated with this energy estimate. It is about ten times the solar input and it cannot come from particle precipitation, because of the upper limit set by H$_2$ optical emissions. Shemansky et al. (2009) suggest that the hot H is the result of a high temperature (~20,000 K) electron population; this is within the constraints set by the observed H$_2$ UV emissions, but the basic source of this energy still remains to be identified.

8.3 Theoretical and Empirical Models of the Neutral Upper Atmosphere: Chemistry and Atmospheric Transport in the Homopause Region

Methane is photolyzed just below its homopause level, and the pressure at which photolysis occurs can affect the subsequent production and loss of complex hydrocarbons in Saturn’s atmosphere (e.g., Moses et al. 2000). Therefore, the homopause-region observations and corresponding theoretical implications are discussed in some detail here, although a full discussion of hydrocarbon photochemistry is deferred to Chapter 5 by Fouchet et al. (2009) in this book. The variation of the methane abundance with altitude is controlled by molecular diffusion and/or transport – photolysis and subsequent photochemistry represent a much smaller
perturbation of the \( \text{CH}_4 \) concentration profile. The solar and stellar ultraviolet occultation results described in Section 8.2.1 therefore provide important information needed for inferring vertical transport properties in Saturn’s atmosphere (e.g., Atreya et al. 1984).

One convenient means of parameterizing atmospheric mixing in one-dimensional atmospheric models has been the use of a vertical eddy diffusion coefficient \( K_{zz} \) (e.g., Atreya et al. 1984; West et al. 1986; Strobel 2005). Different investigators have derived different \( K_{zz} \) values from the same Voyager 2 UVS \( \delta \)-Sco stellar egress occultation (cf. Festou and Atreya 1982; Smith et al. 1983), illustrating the possible complexities and model dependencies of occultation analyses. Moses et al. (2000) have demonstrated that much of the difference in the quoted \( K_{zz} \) values from these two investigations results from different assumptions about the shape of the \( K_{zz} \) profile rather than true differences in the derived radius level of the methane homopause on Saturn. Both Festou and Atreya (1982) and Smith et al. (1983) agree that atmospheric mixing is relatively vigorous on Saturn compared with Jupiter and the other giant planets (cf., Atreya et al. 1984; Yung and DeMore 1999; Moses et al. 2004, 2005) such that the methane homopause is located at a relatively high altitude on Saturn.

This Voyager result was contradicted in part by the recent Cassini observations described above. Figure 8.1 demonstrates that at the time (April, 2005) of the Cassini UVIS stellar occultation at \(-42.7^\circ\) latitude (Shemansky and Liu 2009), the methane homopause was found to reside at a significantly lower altitude – and several pressure scale heights below – the homopause level determined for the Voyager 2 \( \delta \)-Sco egress occultation (August, 1981) at 3.8° latitude (see Smith et al. 1983; Shemansky and Liu 2009; Vervack and Moses 2009). Although the altitude scales at the different latitudes differ significantly due to the unusual shape and gravity variation with latitude/altitude on this rapidly rotating and high-zonal wind planet, a real difference in homopause levels of the two occultation sites does exist when the methane profiles are compared in pressure or \( \text{H}_2 \)-density space. A reanalysis of all the Voyager solar and stellar UVS occultations (Vervack and Moses 2009) confirms that the methane homopause pressure level varies significantly with latitude and/or time on Saturn due to latitudinal and/or temporal variations in eddy mixing or vertical winds. This variation is aptly demonstrated in Fig. 8.5, which shows that the implied methane homopause pressure level is a full two orders of magnitude different between the Voyager 2 solar ingress occultation results at 29.5° latitude (Vervack and Moses 2009; methane homopause located near \( 10^{-8} \) mbar) and the Cassini UVIS stellar occultation results at \(-42.7^\circ\) latitude (Shemansky and Liu 2009; methane homopause located near \( 10^{-4} \) mbar).

By comparing photochemical model results with the concentration profiles derived from the occultations, certain chemical and dynamical properties of Saturn’s atmosphere can be constrained. In Fig. 8.5, the Voyager 2 solar ingress occultation results at 29.5° latitude (Vervack and Moses 2009) and the Cassini UVIS stellar occultation results at \(-42.7^\circ\) latitude (Shemansky and Liu 2009) are compared with three photochemical models. The green profile, which represents a model that fits the Voyager 2 solar ingress UVIS occultation light curves at methane-sensitive wavelengths (Moses and Vervack 2006), uses the hydrocarbon photochemistry from “Model C” of Moses et al. (2005), and has strong eddy mixing, with \( K_{zz} \sim 2 \times 10^8 \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) at \(~1 \times 10^{-5} \) mbar, dropping with decreasing altitude to \( K_{zz} \sim 3 \times 10^7 \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) at \(~10^{-4} \) mbar, down to \( K_{zz} \sim 1 \times 10^5 \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) at \(~0.1 \) mbar. Although this model fits the methane concentration versus radius profile derived from the Vervack and Moses (2009) reanalysis of the Voyager 2 solar ingress UVIS occultation quite well, the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \) model-data comparisons are much worse, suggesting problems with the chemistry and/or transport parameters in the models. The reaction rate coefficients adopted in the models are often not measured at the low pressures (and temperatures) typical of the homopause region of Saturn, and occultation observations such as these might be very useful for further constraining the chemistry and for identifying the key low-pressure reactions.

In order to fit the methane profile derived from the \(-42.7^\circ\) Cassini UVIS \( \delta \)-Ori occultation, eddy mixing must either be much less vigorous than for the Voyager case or downward winds must come into play. The red curve in Fig. 8.5 represents a model that also uses the “Model C” photochemistry of Moses et al. (2005) but has much weaker eddy mixing than the green curve described above, such that \( K_{zz} \sim 2 \times 10^6 \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) at \( 1 \times 10^{-4} \) mbar. Even with this low value of \( K_{zz} \), the model overpredicts the \( \text{CH}_4 \) concentration near \(~10^{-3} \) mbar. One interesting point to note is that both occultation profiles shown in Fig. 8.5 have much “sharper” \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) profiles than the models: the models underpredict \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) mixing ratios at the level of the peak mixing ratio and overpredict the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) mixing ratio at lower altitudes. This failure of the models remains to be explained, but may provide useful constraints on the chemistry. For example, the chemistry in “Model A’’ of Moses et al. (2005) provides sharper \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) profiles and may better represent the situation on Saturn (see Table 8.1 of Moses et al. 2005 for a discussion of the differences between the chemistry in Models A and C).

The blue curve in Fig. 8.5 represents a model that uses “Model A’’ chemistry (to better reproduce the “sharpness” in the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) profiles), assumes \( K_{zz} \sim 2 \times 10^6 \) at \( 10^{-4} \) mbar, (varying with the inverse of the square root of the pressure between 0.5 and \(~2 \times 10^{-4} \) mbar), and adds a
downward wind of $-0.1 \text{ mm s}^{-1}$ above 0.1 mbar to better fit the CH$_4$ profile from the Cassini UVIS stellar occultation (Shemansky and Liu 2009). Such vertical wind velocities are not unreasonable in the mesopause region (Müller-Wodarg et al. 2006) and would imply vertical transport time scales of order 10 years in the middle atmosphere. This model does a better job of reproducing the derived Cassini UVIS methane and acetylene profiles, but the fit is by no means perfect.

Given the overall variation in hydrocarbon profiles from the different Voyager UVS occultations (Vervack and Moses 2009) and the Cassini UVIS 8-Ori occultation (Shemansky and Liu 2009), it appears that the standard view of vigorous atmospheric mixing in Saturn’s middle atmosphere is not valid for all latitudes and times. Vertical winds and/or atmospheric mixing appear to be highly variable on Saturn, and atmospheric dynamics may play the dominant role in controlling species abundances in the upper regions of Saturn’s middle atmosphere. The time scales involved are comparable to the lifetime of the Cassini mission, and the numerous solar and stellar occultations acquired by Cassini UVIS to date, along with the future planned occultations, may be invaluable in constraining stratospheric circulation on Saturn.
Caution must be exercised in interpreting the ultraviolet occultations, however. The occultations provide reliable descriptions of the concentration variations as a function of radius, albeit with some embedded assumptions about ultraviolet absorption cross sections, spectral behavior, spatial homogeneities and appropriate data processing procedures built into the analyses. Given uncertainties in Saturn’s 1-bar radius as a function of latitude, in Saturn’s temperature profile in the entire region from 1 bar to the high-altitude occultation levels, in Saturn’s mean molecular mass variation with altitude, and in Saturn’s zonal wind variation with altitude, any attempts to convert concentration-radius profiles to concentration-altitude profiles (as in Fig. 8.1 above), concentration-pressure profiles (as in Figs. 8.3 and 8.5 above), or any other such scenarios will necessarily require hydrostatic equilibrium solutions that will be highly model dependent. Similarly, during the occultation, the transmission from the H$_2$-sensitive wavelengths drops to zero by the radius level at which CH$_4$ absorption starts to be significant, which can complicate derivations of the mixing ratio (as opposed to concentration) profiles as a function of radius. All these complications and model dependencies can explain some of the very different results that have been obtained from different analyses of the same occultation data sets (e.g., Yelle et al. 1996 vs. Festou et al. 1981 for Jupiter, Festou and Atreya 1982 vs. Smith et al. 1983 for Saturn). Near-simultaneous observations that record temperature structure in the upper troposphere and middle atmosphere (e.g., from Cassini CIRS) in the regions probed by the ultraviolet occultations will greatly aid the occultation analyses. Analyses of the UVIS solar occultations, which unlike stellar occultations contain a signature atmospheric absorption in the H$_2$ continuum below 91.2 nm, will also be very helpful in defining thermospheric temperatures on Saturn.

8.4 Theoretical and Empirical Models of the Upper Atmosphere: Temperature Structure, Energy Balance, and Dynamics

8.4.1 Thermal Structure

The two Voyager radio occultation observations provided temperature values for the troposphere and stratosphere (Lindal et al. 1985; Lindal 1992). No information about the mesosphere could be inferred from the Voyager data, but results from ground based observations of the stellar occultation of 28 Sgr in 1986 suggested virtually constant temperatures there with a value of 141 K between 1 mbar and 0.3 μbar (Hubbard et al. 1997). Their measurements also extended into the lower thermosphere, near 0.05 μbar. Thermospheric temperatures could first be inferred from the Voyager solar and stellar occultation experiments with the ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) (Festou and Atreya 1982; Smith et al. 1983). These measurements placed the base of Saturn’s thermosphere near the 0.1 μbar level. Initially, non-auroral exospheric temperatures on Saturn were a subject of debate since two very different values were derived from the Voyager data. The solar occultation experiment obtained a value of 420 ± 30 K near 30°N latitude (Smith et al. 1983) while the stellar occultation experiment yielded a value of 800 (+150/-120) K near 4°N latitude (Festou and Atreya 1982). These differences are not the result of the different occultation approaches and such extreme differences are not likely to be present in the atmosphere at such small latitudinal distances; the 30°N occultation result is now generally accepted as being more realistic (e.g., Vervack and Moses 2009). A comprehensive discussion of these two measurements was presented by Smith and Hunten (1990). Recently, the Voyager UVS data have been reanalyzed by Vervack and Moses (2009) and Shemansky and Liu (2009) and are shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3 alongside the recent Cassini UVIS occultation data discussed above (Shemansky and Liu 2009).

The thermal profile of Saturn’s thermosphere, as those of the other gas giants, is poorly understood (Strobel and Smith 1973; Yelle and Miller 2004). As shown recently by the calculations of Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) with the Saturn Thermosphere Ionosphere General Circulation Model (STIM), solar EUV heating produces exospheric temperatures on Saturn ranging from 153 K at solar minimum to 160 K at solar maximum. Those simulations assumed heating efficiencies of 50%, but even increasing this value to an unrealistic 100% raised solar driven exospheric temperatures only by 13 K (25 K) at solar minimum (maximum). It is therefore energetically not possible to heat Saturn’s upper atmosphere with solar EUV radiation alone to the observed temperatures. These simple experiments also showed the solar cycle variability of exospheric temperature expected from solar EUV heating alone to be in the order of tens of degrees or less.

The main constraints on Saturn’s upper atmosphere from ground-based observations have been obtained with measurements of H$_3^+$ emissions. The initial detection of these emissions from Saturn was made by Geballe et al. (1993) in 1992, using the CGS4 spectrometer on the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT Mauna Kea, Hawaii). They found that spectra at the northern and southern limbs had roughly the same intensities, and that they were not able to measure H$_3^+$ emission at the equator. However, their initial measurements indicated that, for Saturn, the line intensity fell off more slowly from the limbs to the equator than was the case for Jupiter, for which auroral emission had been first detected in 1988 (Drossart et al. 1989). This indicated that the morphology was somewhat intermediate between
Jupiter, with its emission strongly concentrated around the auroral/polar regions (Baron et al. 1991), and Uranus, for which a planetwide \( \text{H}_3^+ \) glow seemed more likely (Trafton et al. 1993). Geballe et al. (1993) determined the best-fit temperature for their polar spectra on Saturn to be around 800 K, lower than for Jupiter, for which temperatures between 900 K and 1,100 K were found in the auroral regions (Drossart et al. 1989; Lam et al. 1997), and the column density of \( \text{H}_3^+ \) on Saturn to be around \( 1.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ m}^{-2} \), about 10–50 times less than for Jupiter’s auroral zones. The auroral temperature value derived by Geballe et al. (1993) is around twice the equatorial value proposed by Smith et al. (1983). Stallard et al. (1999) calculated that the total \( \text{H}_3^+ \) emission from Saturn might be as high as \( 1.5 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{11} \) Watts, if the temperature (\(~800 \) K) derived by Geballe et al. (1993) was correct. This figure was \(~50 \) times less than the Jovian \( \text{H}_3^+ \) emission, but still high compared with UV emission from Saturn.

The first challenge to the “high” temperature for Saturn’s auroral exosphere came from Miller et al. (2000), whose analysis of later (1999) UKIRT data indicated that 600 K was more likely, but this, too, was in error. It is now clear that the best fit temperature for Saturn’s upper atmosphere, at the level of the peak \( \text{H}_3^+ \) emission in the auroral/polar zones is much closer to 400 K than 800 K. Melin et al. (2007) reanalyzed the UKIRT spectra taken in 1999, and others obtained in 2004 and 2005. They found a best-fit temperature of 380 ± 70 K for the 1999 data, and 420 ± 70 K for 2004. Averaging gave 400 ± 50 K for the best fit Saturn polar thermospheric temperature. What emerged clearly was the variability in the ion column densities — assuming a constant temperature of 400 K gave \( 2.1 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2} \) and \( 2.9 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2} \) for the 1999 and 2005 data, respectively, but \( 20.0 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2} \) for 2004. The implications for the energy balance in Saturn’s upper atmosphere of this large variation in \( \text{H}_3^+ \) column density are discussed below.

### 8.4.2 Energy Balance and Dynamics

Over the past few years, there has been considerable progress in understanding the upper atmosphere energetics and dynamics of Saturn’s polar regions as a result of \( \text{H}_3^+ \) observations and modeling. Based on HST UV images, Cowley et al. (2004) first proposed that the main auroral oval resulted from the interaction between the solar wind and Saturn’s magnetosphere, and, although other mechanisms have not been entirely ruled out, this seems to be a promising proposal. The Cowley et al. (2004) model of plasma dynamics in the ionosphere included flows from the Dungey (1961) and Vasyliunas (1983) cycles, and a general lag to corotation with the planet across the entire auroral/polar region due to interactions with the solar wind, a mechanism first put forward by Isbell et al. (1984). Measurements of the Doppler shifting of the \( \text{H}_3^+ \) emission line at 3.953 mm generally supported the picture of a general lag to corotation across the polar regions (Stallard et al. 2004). Cowley et al. (2004) derived a value for the angular velocity of the auroral/polar ionosphere of \( \Omega_{\text{ion}} = 0.24 \Omega_{\text{Saturn}} \), assuming a solar wind velocity of 500 km/s and an effective ionospheric Pedersen conductivity of 0.5 mho. Stallard et al. (2004) measured a value of \( \Omega_{\text{ion}}/\Omega_{\text{Saturn}} = 0.34 \), which suggested a value for the effective (height-integrated) Pedersen conductivity of the ionosphere of \( \Sigma_{p^*} = 0.82 \) mho, if the solar wind velocity remained at 500 km/s.

The consequences of this lag to corotation for energy balance in the Saturnian polar upper atmosphere are considerable. The auroral/polar ionosphere is produced mainly by charged particle precipitation. On Jupiter, particle precipitation may deposit in the order of \( 10^{12} \) Watts planetwide, but this energy input is largely balanced by emission from \( \text{H}_3^+ \) (Miller et al. 1994, 2006) — the so-called \( \text{H}_3^+ \) thermostat (\(~50–80\%) Much more energetically important, however, is the energy generated by Joule heating, resulting from equatorward currents across the auroral oval, and the westward winds produced by Hall drift (see Smith et al. 2005; Miller et al. 2006). On Saturn, Melin et al. (2007) have shown that the \( \text{H}_3^+ \) thermostat is much less effective (\(~1\%) than it is for Jupiter (Melin et al. 2006) (and probably for Uranus). Particle precipitation into the auroral/polar regions is thought to deposit around \( 10^{11} \) W, but Joule heating (ion drag) is thought to be a factor of 10 larger (Cowley et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2006).

In an attempt to understand the role of magnetospheric energy input globally, Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) and Smith et al. (2005) carried out simulations in which Joule heating was applied at polar latitudes, depositing 8.8 TW in Saturn’s lower polar thermosphere, a factor of 35–65 more than provided by planet-wide solar EUV heating. Their calculations did not include \( \text{H}_3^+ \) cooling, so polar temperatures reached around 1,000 K. Despite these unrealistically high values, equatorial temperatures in their calculations did not exceed around 250 K, considerably lower values than observed. In these simulations Saturn’s fast rotation via Coriolis accelerations generated a primarily zonal flow in the atmosphere, which in turn prevented meridional transport of energy from pole to equator. In fact, calculations by Smith et al. (2007), which included the effects of ion drag that generates westward flows, suggested that polar heating on Saturn could lead to slight cooling of the low latitude thermosphere via adiabatic cooling. These calculations have assumed steady-state conditions and the effects of highly (short-term) variable inputs into Saturn’s auroral/polar regions witnessed in the VIMS images (Stallard et al. 2008) on the horizontal distribution of magnetospheric energy have
yet to be examined. Furthermore, future studies need to calculate the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling self-consistently to allow two-way coupling between these systems, an aspect that will critically affect the effective Pedersen conductivity. Despite these shortcomings of the calculations, they have illustrated the sensitivity of the energy distribution in Saturn’s thermosphere to global circulation via energy redistribution processes such as advection and adiabatic heating and cooling. The dynamics of Saturn’s thermosphere are as yet unconstrained except for measured ion velocities in the auroral regions, and it should be mentioned that the calculations by Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) and Smith et al. (2005) ignored effects of ion drag.

To “fill in” the low latitude “energy hole” and obtain thermospheric temperatures consistent with observations, Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) proposed the presence of an additional unidentified energy source at low latitudes, an aspect we explore further in this section. Figure 8.6 shows thermospheric temperatures as derived from the Voyager 2 UVS solar ingress and stellar egress occultations by Smith et al. (1983) and from the reanalyzed UVS solar ingress occultation by Vervack and Moses (2009) (blue symbols). Also shown (light blue curve) are temperatures from the Cassini UVIS δ-Ori occultation presented in this chapter (Fig. 8.2). Super-imposed in Fig. 8.6 (red lines) are zonally averaged temperatures from three simulations carried out with the STIM General Circulation Model of Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) for different empirical energy sources. Simulations A and C considered heating near the exobase and mesopause, respectively, and simulation B represents an in-between case. In Simulation A 3.8 TW is deposited planet-wide, with the volume heating rate peaking at the $7.3 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar level, having a Gaussian shape with a mean half width of 2.5 scale heights. In Simulation B 5.2 TW is centered at the $2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar level and in Simulation C the volume heating rate peaks at the lower boundary pressure ($1.6 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar) with a total energy of 15 TW. As expected, the energy necessary to reach the desired exospheric temperatures becomes smaller when deposited higher up in the thermosphere since molecular conduction, a key energy loss process, becomes less effective at lower densities in the atmosphere. The profiles in Fig. 8.6 are for a mid-latitude location of 30°N consistent with the location of the Voyager 2 UVS solar ingress observations. While the observations by Cassini UVIS were made at 42.7°S and 15.2N, little difference was found in the simulations between these locations.

A key difference between the three simulations presented in Fig. 8.6 is the slope of the lower thermosphere temperature which is crucially affected by the altitude/pressure of peak volume heating deposition. Both the Voyager and Cassini derived temperature profiles are best fit by simulations B and C, where energy is deposited near and below the $10^{-7}$ mbar level, whereas heating in the exosphere (Simulation A) produces a temperature shape that is less consistent with these observations. It should be noted, though, as described in Section 8.2.2, that recent Cassini UVIS observations of atomic hydrogen escape have suggested the possibility of significant energy deposition at the top of the thermosphere, consistent with Simulation A, a topic which needs further investigation beyond the scope of this chapter. Depending on the exact altitude of energy deposition, the calculations suggest a total additional energy of between 5 and 13 TW being necessary to raise thermospheric temperatures at low latitudes to the observed levels. Locally, the height integrated heating rates which were applied in simulations B and C are 0.08 and 0.30 mW/m², respectively. The model cannot currently reproduce and explain the negative temperature gradient observed by the Cassini UVIS stellar occultation curve at $-42.7°$ above the $1 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar level. While the response of the thermosphere to three possible cases of heating functions was examined, no attempt was made to explain the origin of this empirical heating, if it exists in reality. The heating function of Simulation C may suggest energy propagating upward from below, possibly via waves, but at present there are too few constraints to characterize the waves in Saturn’s upper atmosphere. The required energy may also result from energy redistribution by global dynamics other than those simulated by Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006) and Smith et al. (2005).

**Fig. 8.6** Temperatures in Saturn’s upper atmosphere as inferred from observations of the Voyager 2 solar ingress (29°N) and stellar egress (4°N) occultations (blue curve) by Smith et al. (1983) and from a reanalysis of the Voyager 2 UVS solar ingress occultation at 29°N (blue symbols) by Moses and Vervack (2006). Also shown are temperatures inferred from Cassini UVIS observations in 2005 (light blue curve) near 42.7°S (Shemansky and Liu 2009). Red lines denote temperatures at 30°N from calculations with the model by Müller-Wodarg et al. (2006), assuming three different forms of empirical heating functions. Simulation A (dashed) assumes 3.8 TW deposited near the $7.3 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar level, Simulation B (solid) assumes 5.2 TW deposited near the $2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar level and Simulation C (dashed-triple-dotted) assumes 15 TW deposited near $1.6 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar.
Fig. 8.7 Terms of the energy equation in Simulation B of Fig. 8.6, extracted at 30°N. The empirical heating source is balanced primarily by vertical molecular conduction. Vertical winds play an important role in depositing energy at those latitudes via advection and adiabatic heating.

To analyze in more detail the energy balance in these simulations, Fig. 8.7 shows zonally averaged volume heating and cooling rates from simulation B at 30°N. Apart from the imposed empirical heating function, the main energy sources at mid latitudes are adiabatic heating and vertical advection. The combined energy sources are balanced by cooling from vertical molecular conduction. While other processes such as solar EUV heating and horizontal advection are included in the calculations, their importance is negligible compared with the above heating and cooling processes. The figure illustrates the importance of dynamical terms for the energy balance in Saturn’s thermosphere, emphasizing the need to study Saturn’s energetics with global dynamical models. Polar Joule heating generates strong upwelling poleward of around 60° with vertical velocities of possibly several meters per second (Müller-Wodarg et al. 2006). The high latitude heating generates a global circulation cell that leads to downwelling equatorward of around 50° with vertical velocities of up to around 1 m/s. This downwelling leads to diabatic heating and downward transport of energy from above, where the thermosphere is hotter. While Fig. 8.7 refers to one particular case of empirical heating, namely simulation B, the same energy redistribution processes are important in the other heating cases we calculated.

8.5 Observations of the Ionosphere

8.5.1 Radio Occultation Observations of Electron Densities

Virtually all the observational evidence on the structure of the ionospheres of outer planets and their satellites has been obtained by the method of radio occultation (Lindal 1992; Kliore et al. 2004). This technique yields the vertical structure of the total electron density, N_e(h), from which the plasma scale height can be derived, but neither the plasma temperature nor the ion composition is directly revealed. Pioneer 11 and the two Voyagers provided the first six N_e(h) profiles at Saturn (e.g., Atreya et al. 1984), and the initial phase of the Cassini mission yielded twelve near equatorial profiles (Nagy et al. 2006). More recently, as Cassini moved away from an equatorial orbit, mid and high latitude density profiles have also been obtained (Kliore et al. 2009). The average low, middle and high latitude density profiles from Cassini radio occultations are shown in Fig. 8.8a. An increase in the averaged electron densities with latitude is clearly visible in this figure and is discussed in Section 8.6. A decrease in the mean peak density and increase in the corresponding height from dusk to dawn was seen in the average low-latitude observations, consistent with the presence of molecular ions at lower altitudes, which decay rapidly at sunset. Thus, this preferential decrease at lower altitudes leads to a decrease in the peak density and an increase in the altitude of the peak during the night. No such dusk to dawn changes could be ascertained in the mid-latitude data. (Dawn and dusk do not have the same meaning at high-latitude). Significant variations were seen in the Cassini observations, which could not be attributed to latitude and/or local time changes. A possible explanation for this variability is changing chemistry rates (e.g., water inflow that can hasten recombination, Moore and Mendillo 2007), dynamics (e.g., gravity-wave interaction with the plasma, Matcheva et al. 2001), electrodynamic effects, or variability driven by changing ionizing particle influxes. Given the uncertainty in the topside ion composition, a great deal of uncertainty is associated in deducing the topside plasma temperature from the measured scale heights. Using some simplifying assumptions, the low-latitude scale heights lead to estimated temperatures in the range of about 600–800°K, but it is important to remember that very large uncertainties are associated with these values.

Figure 8.8b also shows the electron densities deduced from the S44 orbit entry occultation, which has a very sharp “bite-out” around 2,500 km, possibly the result of some wave activity (Matcheva et al. 2001) or a surge of water influx as discussed in Section 8.6.

8.5.2 Electron Density Variations Inferred from SEDs

Impulsive short-duration bursts of broadband radio emissions were detected by the planetary radio astronomy experiment aboard both Voyagers for a few days on either side of their closest approaches to Saturn (e.g., Warwick
Dubbed Saturn Electrostatic Discharges (SEDs), they are now thought to be the result of low-altitude lightning storms. While there was some initial controversy over whether SEDs originated in Saturn’s rings or atmosphere, Kaiser et al. (1983) demonstrated clearly that an atmospheric source was more likely. As final confirmation, Cassini’s Imaging Science Subsystem instrument has imaged bright clouds whose periods matched contemporaneous SED storm detections. Four such correlated visible and radio storms have been observed as of March 2007 (Dyudina et al. 2007).

SED emission from a lower atmospheric discharge source would have to pass through Saturn’s ionosphere in order to be observed by a spacecraft, and therefore the lower frequency cutoff of the emission could contain information regarding the plasma frequency of the intervening plasma. Kaiser et al. (1984) estimated the local time dependence of Saturn ionospheric density based on the low frequency SED cutoffs observed. Their results are presented in Fig. 8.9, which implies a diurnal variation in electron density of two orders of magnitude – from $10^3 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ at midnight to $10^5 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ at noon. The SED-inferred electron densities at dawn and dusk were of order $10^4 \text{ cm}^{-3}$, in agreement with the Voyager radio occultation data (Atreya et al. 1984). Thus far the observations of SEDs by Cassini have been highly sporadic, in contrast to the near constant occurrence during Voyager fly-bys, yet the inferred electron densities reproduce essentially the same diurnal behavior (Fischer et al. 2008 and references therein).

**8.5.3 Ground Based Observations of $H_3^+$ Emission**

Observations of optical signatures of ionospheric plasma at Saturn present a considerable challenge. The terrestrial detection of $H_1^+$ from Saturn, at infrared wavelengths, was discussed in Section 8.4.1. These observations found roughly
the same brightness at the northern and southern limbs, with no detections achieved at middle and equatorial latitudes. This argued clearly for an auroral source of the emission, and hence of high-latitude ionospheric plasma produced by incoming magnetospheric charged particles that far exceeded ionization produced by sunlight. As with the radio occultation and SED results, the dominant message from the H$_3^+$ observations is one of extreme variability. For example, Melin et al. (2007) analyzed the spectra taken in 1999, 2004 and 2005 at the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii UKIRT and found that the column contents varied considerably, ranging from ~2 to ~20×10$^{16}$ m$^{-2}$. These are high values of H$_3^+$ column content for a giant planet’s ionosphere, with the upper value comparable to the TEC levels measured at Earth. For comparison, with solar flux being the only ionizing source considered, model calculations by Moore et al. (2004) predicted the auroral H$_3^+$ column content to be ~0.5×10$^{16}$ m$^{-2}$ and the TEC in the summer hemisphere to be ~2×10$^{16}$ m$^{-2}$. As noted in Fig. 8.8b, Cassini electron density values are higher at high latitudes in comparison to the equator, and thus Saturn’s ionosphere is likely the result of a blend of photo-production and auroral-production of a hydrogen plasma system, which provides a significant challenge to understand.

### 8.6 Models of Ionospheric Structure, Composition and Temperatures

#### 8.6.1 Background Theory and Early Models

The first theoretical attempt at modeling Saturn’s ionosphere came from McElroy’s (1973) review of the four giant planets’ ionospheres. He outlined most of the important photochemical reactions that all future work would draw from, and highlighted some issues that remain relevant today. The major reactions, which were usually considered, are as follows (for the sake of brevity only photoionization/photodissociation is indicated, but the same processes can result from electron impact):

\[
H_2 + h\nu \rightarrow H_2^+ + e \quad (8.1a)
\]

\[
\rightarrow H^+ + H + e \quad (8.1b)
\]

\[
\rightarrow H + H \quad (8.1c)
\]

\[
H + h\nu \rightarrow H^+ + e \quad (8.2)
\]

\[
H_2^+ + H_2 \rightarrow H_3^+ + H \quad (8.3)
\]

\[
H_3^+ + e \rightarrow H_2X^1\Sigma_g^+ (v : J) + H^* \quad (8.4a)
\]

\[
\rightarrow H^* + H^* + H^* \quad (8.4b)
\]

Reactions between ions and hydrocarbons (e.g., CH$_4$) were predicted to result in a pronounced shoulder on the bottomside ionosphere (Atreya and Donahue 1975). Galactic cosmic-ray induced ionization in Saturn’s ionosphere was also evaluated, finding that it is likely to lead to the creation of a low-lying ledge of plasma of ~7,000 cm$^{-3}$ at ~0.5 bar (Capone et al. 1977).

Radio occultation measurements of Saturn’s electron density by Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 found an ionosphere of roughly 10$^4$ cm$^{-3}$, an order of magnitude smaller than early theoretical predictions. Therefore, a mechanism for reducing the modeled electron density was required. The chemical loss included for H$_3^+$ in early models was radiative recombination, a very slow process. In order to reduce the modeled electron density two processes were suggested (McElroy 1973; Connerney and Waite 1984), both of which act by converting long-lived atomic H$_3^+$ ions into short-lived molecular ions. The first process is the charge exchange reaction between H$_3^+$ and vibrationally excited H$_2$ in its ground state, as indicated by Eq. (8.5).

\[
H^+ + H_2 (v \geq 4) \rightarrow H_2^+ + H \quad (8.5)
\]

The main sources of vibrationally excited H$_2$ are via collisions with electrons (Hallett et al. 2005a):

\[
e + H_2X^1\Sigma_g^+ (v_i : J_i) \leftrightarrow e + H_2X^1\Sigma_g^+ (v_j : J_j) \quad (8.6)
\]

and H$_3^+$ recombination (Eq. 8.4a), while quenching of the excited H$_2$ can take place via collisions with electrons, both thermal and more energetic photoelectrons, H, H$_2$ and H$_3^+$. The rates for reaction (8.5) were not known for a long time and early attempts of estimating the vibrational population carried numerous uncertainties (Cravens 1987; Majeed et al. 1991). The reaction rate for (8.5) was established by Ichihara et al. (2000), and Shemansky and co-workers (e.g., Hallett et al. 2005a; Shemansky and Liu 2009) carried out comprehensive model calculations of the hydrogen system, as discussed later in this section.

The second suggestion (e.g., Connerney and Waite 1984) was that water introduced into the atmosphere from the rings and/or icy moons can reduce the H$^+$ density via a multi-step process which converts it to H$_3$O$^+$, as shown below in Eqs. (8.7–8.9).

\[
H^+ + H_2O \rightarrow H_2O^+ + H \quad (8.7)
\]

\[
H_2O^+ + H_2 \rightarrow H_3O^+ + H \quad (8.8)
\]

\[
H_2O^+ + H_2O \rightarrow H_3O^+ + OH \quad (8.9)
\]

\[
H_3O^+ + e \rightarrow H_2O + H \quad (8.10)
\]

A discrepancy between the modeled and observed electron density had also arisen in the case of Jupiter earlier (Atreya
et al. 1979). In the Jovian case, modelers had invoked a distribution of vibrationally excited H$_2$ (see Eq. 8.5) elevated above LTE, along with postulated vertical plasma drifts, in order to reproduce Jovian electron density measurements (e.g., McConnell et al. 1982; Majeed and McConnell 1991). Still, as evidenced by the model results of Waite et al. (1983) that incorporated calculations of H$_2$ vibrational levels, the disagreement was more severe for Saturn. The determination of the vibrational distribution of H$_2$ remains an important topic today at both Jupiter and Saturn, as reviewed by Yelle and Miller (2004), and most recently outlined by Shemansky et al. (2009).

### 8.6.2 Modern Theory and Time Dependent Models

Due to Sun–Saturn–Earth geometry, radio occultations of Saturn all occur very near the dawn or dusk terminator—a period of rapid change for any solar produced ionospheric plasma (e.g., Schunk and Nagy 2009). While all previous modeling had been steady state, the large calculated electron densities and the dominance of H$^+$ over other ion species—whose chemical lifetime is large relative to a 10-h Saturn day—meant that little diurnal variation in electron density would be expected. Thus, the disagreement between steady-state models of Saturn’s ionosphere and the spacecraft observations was the first indication that a time-dependent solution was required. In addition to the peak electron density discrepancy, the observations of Saturn Electrostatic Discharges (SEDs) implied a noon-to-midnight diurnal variation in electron density of two orders of magnitude, as indicated in Section 8.5.2 (Kaiser et al. 1984).

The first time-dependent solution to Saturn’s ionosphere was a 1D chemical diffusive model that attempted to directly address the SED-inferred diurnal variation in electron density (Majeed and McConnell 1996). In order to reduce the implied noontime density of $10^9$ cm$^{-3}$, and also to induce more dramatic diurnal variation, Majeed and McConnell (1996) tested a wide range of H$_2$ vibrational temperature profiles and topside H$_2$O influxes. However, despite being able to find combinations of the above two parameters that yielded good matches to radio occultation measurements, Majeed and McConnell (1996) could not reproduce the two orders of magnitude variation in electron density inferred from SEDs. Their strongest calculated noon-to-midnight variation was $\sim$7, though model simulations that yielded this strong diurnal variation were not able to simultaneously reproduce Voyager electron density altitude profile observations.

The next time-dependent ionospheric model developed for Saturn (Moses and Bass 2000) combined new Saturn observations (e.g., Feuchtgruber et al. 1997; Hubbard et al. 1997; Moses et al. 2000) and new reaction rates to derive a more accurate neutral atmosphere (e.g., Moses et al. 2000). Moses and Bass (2000) solved the coupled 1D continuity equations as a function of time for a comprehensive set of 63 neutral and 46 ionized species in Saturn’s atmosphere. They addressed the ionospheric effects at Saturn for water, oxygen and magnesium influx, neutral winds, electric fields, and interplanetary dust. While Moses and Bass (2000) did not comment on the issue of SED-inferred diurnal variations in electron density directly, their standard model calculations utilized an empirically derived population of vibrationally excited H$_2$ along with a planet-wide water influx of $1.5 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, and like the models of Majeed and McConnell (1996), Moses and Bass could not reproduce the large diurnal variations in electron density inferred from SEDs. The new global-average value of water influx, constrained by ISO observations and model calculations, was smaller than previously adopted values for Saturn (e.g., Connerney and Waite 1984). However, the planetary-averaged ISO observations could not explicitly exclude the possibility of strong latitudinal variations in water influx (e.g., Connerney 1986).

A recent model developed for Saturn’s ionosphere is the Saturn-Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Model (STIM) (Müller-Wodarg et al. 2006). Whereas Moses and Bass (2000) provided a thorough analysis of Saturn’s entire ionosphere with a focus on the lower hydrocarbon and metallic layers, STIM has concentrated on the major ions in the upper ionosphere, where the $N_e$ peak lies. STIM is a global circulation model of Saturn’s upper atmosphere (see Section 8.4), yet during its development, a series of 1D ionospheric studies were performed using the 3D thermosphere as a background. First, Moore et al. (2004) used a 1D time-dependent model that considered chemistry and plasma diffusion to investigate global ionospheric behavior, regimes of photochemical equilibrium within Saturn’s ionosphere, ionospheric response to a wide range of water influxes and H$_2$ vibrational temperatures, and ionospheric conductivities (see Fig. 8.10a). Moore et al. (2004) extended the Majeed and McConnell (1996) parameter space results by demonstrating that no matter what combination of production and loss processes were included, chemistry alone could not reproduce a two order of magnitude diurnal variation in $N_e$ during the short Saturn day. In addition, they modeled the ionospheric effects resulting from the pattern of shadows cast by Saturn’s rings, finding sharp gradients and strong reductions in electron density. Mendillo et al. (2005) studied the seasonal variability of the patterns induced by ring shadowing in more detail. They argued that the electron density troughs produced by ring shadows (equinox for Voyager, solstice for Cassini) may lead to ionospheric “windows” through which SEDs could more easily escape, an interpretation that raises questions
regarding the use of SED detections as a type of ionospheric sounder for peak $N_e$. Second, Moore and Mendillo (2005) extended the STIM ionosphere into Saturn’s inner plasmasphere based on Liouville’s theorem and the method of Pierrard and Lemaire (1996, 1998), predicting an electron density of order 100 cm$^{-3}$ for Cassini’s closest approach ($\sim 1.3R_S$), within the domain of extrapolation of the pre-SOI data from Gurnett et al. (2005). Third, with the twelve new radio occultation profiles of Saturn’s equatorial ionosphere taken by Cassini indicating a dawn-dusk asymmetry, Moore et al. (2006) found that a topside water influx of $\sim 5 \times 10^6$ H$_2$O cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ provided the best fit to the averaged dawn and dusk Cassini profiles, thereby reducing the importance of vibrationally excited H$_2$ as an atomic-to-molecular ion catalyst. Finally, Moore and Mendillo (2007) included time-dependent neutral water diffusion calculations in which the topside water flux is increased for a short period of time leading to a bulge of water density that reduces the local electron density as it diffuses downward. They obtained a “temporary bite-out” similar to the observed one, as shown in Fig. 8.11. However, such a large water influx (their particular simulation used an augmentation of the background water flux ($5 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) by a factor of 50, that persisted for $\sim 27$ min) has not yet been observed, so one cannot draw definitive conclusion at this time. On the other hand there were only two such large bite-outs observed among the 27 occultations presented here, so one needs such large fluxes only “intermittently”.

Matcheva et al. (2001) examined the potential role of gravity waves as the mechanism responsible for large and sharp electron density layering, as well as for the low peak electron densities observed by Galileo at Jupiter. They pointed out that at higher altitudes where long lived H$^+$ dominates diffusion is likely to dominate and act to limit large deviations from diffusive equilibrium. However, they also found that a downward electron flux at high altitudes produced from the long-term effects of gravity waves can reduce the electron densities throughout the middle and upper ionosphere, in a manner similar to that proposed from a water influx or vibrationally excited H$_2$. Moreover, Matcheva et al. (2001) showed that at Jupiter, in the altitude range of between about 600 to 900 km, gravity waves are likely to be important in creating the observed sharp, multiple density peaks. At this point without a more detailed quantitative calculation for conditions at Saturn, it is impossible to come to a definitive conclusion regarding the observed bite-out observed by Cassini (Fig. 8.8b). As indicated in Fig. 8.8b the very large bite-out is at 2,000 km where H$_2$C is likely to be a major ion and thus diffusion lifetimes are significant. Therefore, such a large perturbation is less likely to be caused by gravity waves; on the other hand the smaller bite-outs seen in many of the observed electron density profiles around 1,000 km could certainly be caused by the mechanism proposed by Matcheva et al. (2001).

The models mentioned so far predict that the dominant ions in Saturn’s ionosphere are H$^+$ and H$_3^+$. H$_2^+$ is the ion with the greatest rate of photo-production, yet it is rapidly converted to H$_3^+$ (Eq. 8.3), and therefore no appreciable density of H$_2^+$ remains. The fast dissociative recombination of H$_3^+$ means that it has a strong diurnal variation, with a minimum just
Fig. 8.11  Time evolution of a water surge simulation at Saturn. Black curves represent the nominal atmosphere for which $[\text{H}_2\text{O}] = 0$, red curves correspond to an atmosphere for which there is a constant topside water influx of $5 \times 10^6 \text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules s$^{-1}$, and blue curves present the result of a surge in the topside water influx equivalent to an augmentation in the background by a factor of 50 persisting for 1,600 s. Similar ionospheric “bite-outs” can result from lesser augmentations over longer durations. For radio occultation observations of such structure refer to Section 8.5 (from Moore and Mendillo 2007)

before sunrise. These models also indicated that the losses for H$^+$ are relatively slow, and thus it has a much milder diurnal variation that is dependent on the local populations of H$_2$O and vibrationally excited H$_2$. Finally, they all predict that H$_3^+$ is the dominant ion near and below the electron density peak during the day, while H$^+$ is the dominant ion for all local times above the peak, and certainly in the topside ionosphere and at night. Moore et al. (2004) show that the expected relative distribution of H$^+$ and H$_3^+$ vary with latitude and season. The lower ionosphere is dominated by a complicated assortment of hydrocarbon ions, of which C$_3$H$_4^+$ is the most numerous in the model of Moses and Bass (2000).

More recently Hallett et al. (2005a) and Shemansky et al. (2009) describe comprehensive calculations in which they track the physical state of the non-LTE environment and weakly ionized plasma that would develop in a pure H$_2$ atmosphere under conditions relevant to the upper atmosphere of Saturn. They are able to obtain electron densities consistent with observations without including H$_2$O, as a loss mechanism for H$^+$. Their 1D chemical/diffusive model uses a modified Monte Carlo approach and predicts that H$_3^+$ is the dominant ion throughout the Saturn ionosphere up to about 2,000 km, in agreement with previous models (see Fig. 8.10b). The conclusions of Shemansky et al. (2009) are partially the result of a more realistic calculation of the vibration/rotation state of the H$_2$ in a pure hydrogen system that includes electron forcing (Eq. 8.6) and of the new rates that they have obtained and used for the reaction of H$^+$ with H$_2$ (Eq. 8.5). Yet, as water has been observed at Saturn by ISO (Feuchtgruber et al. 1997), Hubble (Prangé et al. 2006), and now Cassini (Bjoraker et al. 2008), it is clear that the balance between the water and non-water H$^+$ loss pathways remains to be determined.

Shemansky et al. (2009) highlight the importance of the electron populations in controlling the activation of ground-state H$_2$. Most Saturn ionospheric density models to date have ignored photoelectrons, electron impact processes, electron scattering and vibrational excitation/relaxation, and
have focused on solar photon processes alone. Neglect of the electron population may also be one cause of the model-data mismatches discussed above. Note that both Shemansky et al. (2009) and Huestis (2008) point out that reaction (8.5) can lead to vibrational relaxation of H$_2$ as well as charge-exchange, with Huestis (2008) indicating that it is likely to be the dominant process. On the other hand Shemansky et al. (2009) maintain that the energy gained by H$^+$, will deliver its energy back to H$_2$ and into vibrational excitation. Furthermore, Shemansky et al. (2009) also indicate that in their model they do not include the critically important momentum transfer and vibrational excitation reaction of the hot atomic hydrogen product with H$_2$ (X) (Hallett et al. 2005b), because of the lack of the appropriate collision matrix, and thus their vibrational excitation values are lower limits. The topic of the non-LTE state of the H$_2$ is clearly one with important and unresolved implications for upper atmospheric research at Saturn, Jupiter, and the hydrogen-rich atmospheres of other giant planets.

Galand et al. (2009) have shown that electron impact ionization by photoelectrons and secondaries is a significant ionization process in the bottomside sunlit ionosphere, increasing the electron density by a factor of ~2–10 over calculations that ignore secondary production below about 1,100 km. Based on the work of Galand et al. (2009), a parameterization of the secondary ionization production rate at Saturn has been developed by Moore et al. (2009).

### 8.6.3 Plasma Temperatures in Saturn’s Ionosphere

As in the case of other ionospheric processes, such as chemistry and dynamics, plasma temperature calculations at Saturn draw heritage from terrestrial and Jovian studies. Prior to 2007, there was only one published theoretical determination of ion and electron temperatures in Saturn’s ionosphere (Waite 1981). However, as those calculations were performed using a now known to be unrealistic neutral temperature profile with an exospheric temperature of nearly 1,000 K (see discussion in Section 8.2), a new derivation based on more recent spacecraft data and laboratory rates was warranted. Waite (1981) predicted ion and electron temperatures ranging from 1,000 K to 100,000 K, depending on the values of various assumed parameters, such as ion-neutral differential velocities (leading to Joule heating) and downward heat fluxes at the upper boundary. Two new studies of plasma temperatures in Saturn’s ionosphere were published recently. The first focused on high latitudes and used a one-dimensional multi-fluid model to study the polar wind at Saturn (Glocer et al. 2007). Glocer et al. modeled the ionosphere from below the peak to an altitude of one Saturn radius, yielding densities, fluxes and temperatures for H$_3^+$ and H$^+$. They calculated densities of a few time 10$^4$ cm$^{-3}$ which are consistent with the Voyager and Cassini results. Calculated fluxes of outflowing ions over the polar cap were estimated to be in the range from 2.1 × 10$^{26}$ to 7.5 × 10$^{27}$ s$^{-1}$, making Saturn’s auroral ionosphere an intermediate source of magnetospheric plasma, larger than the Titan Torus source (Smith et al. 2004), and smaller than the icy satellite source (e.g., Jurac and Richardson 2005). Finally, the calculated peak ion temperatures varied from about 1,500 to 3,000 K.

The second recent study of plasma temperatures in Saturn’s ionosphere used STIM as a basis for the calculations (Moore et al. 2008), and focused on the low- and mid-latitude ionosphere, neglecting auroral energy inputs as well as potential energy storage at high altitudes in the field tubes. Three codes were coupled sequentially in order to derive self-consistent time-dependent ion and electron temperatures: (1) the STIM thermosphere discussed above (Müller-Wodarg et al. 2006), (2) the 1D STIM ionospheric module (Moore et al. 2004), and (3) a suprathermal electron transport code adapted to Saturn (Galand et al. 1999, 2006). Moore et al. (2008) predicted topside electron temperatures to range between 500–560 K (~80–140 K above the neutral temperature). After sunset, plasma-neutral interactions quench the electron gas within two Saturn hours. Ion temperatures, calculated for only the major ions H$^+$ and H$_3^+$, were somewhat smaller, reaching ~480 K during the day at the topside while remaining nearly equal to the neutral temperature at altitudes near and below the N$_e$ peak. For easy reference, Table 8.1 provides a partial timeline of papers describing models of Saturn’s ionosphere.

### 8.7 Summary

If the Cassini observations with respect to the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Saturn were to be summarized with one main theme, that theme would be variability. The Cassini UVIS observations of the neutral upper atmosphere and the radio-science observations of the ionosphere emphasize that Saturn’s upper atmosphere is much more temporally and spatially variable than has generally been realized from the Voyager observations.

The preliminary Cassini UVIS δ-Ori stellar occultation results (Shemansky and Liu 2009) imply a thermospheric temperature that is ~140–180 K colder than temperatures inferred from a reanalysis of all six Voyager UVS occultations (Vervack and Moses 2009). Both the new Cassini data and the Voyager reanalyses suggest that thermospheric neutral temperatures on Saturn are of order 300–500 K and not as large as 800 K. However, even these 300–500 K temperatures
are higher than can be explained by the absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet radiation alone, and the thermospheric heat sources on Saturn have yet to be explained. Modeling, such as is described in Section 8.4, can help provide clues to the dominant heating mechanisms.

In retrospect, the older Voyager data also suggest variability in upper atmospheric structure on Saturn, especially with regard to the hydrocarbon abundance profiles and the location of the methane homopause (e.g., Vervack and Moses 2009), but because the Voyager ultraviolet occultation data have only been analyzed in a full and consistent manner recently, this variability was not recognized. Unlike the earlier Voyager view of vigorous atmospheric mixing in Saturn’s stratosphere, the Cassini UVIS 8-Ori stellar occultation results (Shemansky and Liu 2009) imply a very low-altitude methane homopause at ~42.7 latitude, suggesting that atmospheric mixing is relatively weak or downward vertical winds are affecting the methane profile in Saturn’s middle atmosphere at this location and time. The overall variability in all the ultraviolet occultations to date suggests that vertical winds play a major role in controlling the methane profile in the homopause region on Saturn, and it is hoped that analysis of the numerous as-yet-to-be examined Cassini UVIS occultations may help constrain middle-atmospheric circulation on Saturn. Current photochemical models based on the neutral chemistry described in Moses et al. (2005) do not accurately reproduce the overall shape of the hydrocarbon vertical profiles derived from the ultraviolet occultations, and further investigation into possible reasons for the model-data mismatch are warranted. Constraints on both vertical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8.1 Models of Saturn’s ionosphere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy (1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atreya and Donahue (1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capone et al. (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waite et al. (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waite (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majeed and McConnell (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majeed and McConnell (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses and Bass (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al. (2006); Moore and Mendillo (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloeckler et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shemansky and Liu (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transport and upper-atmospheric chemistry are likely to be derived from such model-data comparisons.

Although ultraviolet occultations remain one of the few techniques for which we can obtain information on thermospheric temperatures and neutral species abundances, one must keep in mind that the derived results are almost always very model dependent. Analysis and modeling techniques have improved tremendously since the early Voyager analyses, but uncertainties and poorly constrained model parameters remain that can complicate the derivations.

The Cassini radio occultation electron density profiles have significantly increased our data base. We now have good latitudinal coverage of electron densities. The diurnal variations in the peak electron densities inferred by the new Cassini SED observations are large and similar to the ones from Voyager. Significant progress has also been made in modeling the ionosphere. These new observations and models are welcome; however, there is still a lot we do not know nor understand about Saturn’s ionosphere. Ion composition is one important issue without a definitive resolution. Electron density measurements can provide some indirect clues on the ion composition, but no definitive information. There appears to be agreement that H$_3^+$ is the dominant ion at the lower altitudes and H$^+$ is the major ion at the higher altitudes. The relative importance of vibrationally excited H$_2$ compared to water inflow or gravity waves in removing H$^+$ is still being debated. The scale height derived sub-auroral plasma temperatures have very large uncertainties and appear to be higher than the corresponding model values. Unfortunately, as long as the only data we have to work with are scale heights from topside electron density profiles, we will have to live with these uncertainties. Improved models will hopefully help to elucidate some of the issues associated with the parameters that are not being measured directly. The large variability in the electron densities observed from radio occultation profiles at similar latitudes and times suggests that dynamical and/or electrodynamical processes play a major role in controlling ionospheric structure on Saturn; such processes should be investigated in future models to the extent that is possible.

Note added in proof: The UVIS occultation results presented in this chapter were based on a preliminary analysis; some of the results have changed. See Shemansky and Liu (2009) for the updated results.
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